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Memory cm:tore

Microbehavtoral culture

Signs of eross-cultu
interference

0,itternis of culture tend to f,r11 intd disuse onc:o In,/(4 is no need Tor thtr,qn.
inou,Ati u can/,,`t be said 0.1,3t humans can it is

;fur-, Thar they tine need for
otterns occurs.

Cu'tural ft-riii_itures tong to tall into Indio( cdtedonesi: rnernor\-:
i:ulture and liclobehaii.oral eullore,*

.irnory culture [s n-kicle

by a group ,ind youp romonbots ctsr,It Aspect::;
flleflitiry CLIttUrtz?

0

IdnclUdcle

a tjiniensw,n
of culture
social institutions. fdinrly. cornmunIty.

IrP:(1)1V1i1c) the group's sense of order
9 Lt.'Hinr,, T_:)[ciljr) S xue
0 folklore: presented or presered in some orderly fashion.

leachers, seeking to identify and utilL:e cultural features in instruction,
usually look to the memory culture for examples. The problem is usually the
absence 0: information about the memory culture of a group or the errors in
information, 1 he Asian cnilcL a:: \A- as any other. has a right to see his or her
men-tory culture included in the curriculum: vvithout -iiriuch inclusion the child
feels alienated,

Though la:z--;ts about the memory culture are easier to come by and
plesent. the microbehaviorai culture has the greatest imi)act upon the
classroom, What is suggested in this term is the realr2ation that the
Htre things in human interaction that are a part of the group's culture can lead
to cultural interruption or cultural harmony. These are less likely to be noticed
until interruption occurs: they are more difficult to deal with and cause more
frustration than any other of culture, Among others. examples of
incrobehavior are

greetings and leave-takings
sense of decorum or manners
sense of authority
body language
goals and values
social pressure
interactional patterns

When does a teacher of a multicultural classroom know that
cultures are in conflict? Unfortunately even the most skilled teacher is
unaware of such cnnflict until an interruption or a problem occurs. Thereare.
however, signs that conflict might be present, such as:

rimis ^ HI?' let/71. rink ,n ,mportiint impilravor,,, for
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Dealing with cultural
differences



Playground be

Discern fort in gym class

Table manners

Cultural Information

Manners
Though Asian children may be exceedingly quiet in the classroom,

they tend to be wild, loud, and uninhibited on the playground. The sequence
of activity in Asian schools is 45 minutes of intense activity in the classroom
folldwed by a 10-minute recess. This sequence is followed all (jay long. The
recess, then, is a release for tension. Activity on the playground may look
violent, but it isn't.

2. Girls of junior high age and older may resist wearing shorts for the
gym class. The reaction to such rules may be considerable embarrassment or
feelings of discomfort. Asian children, howeVer, are accustomed to changing
clothes for gym: they expect to wear proper clothes and adopt an appropriate
stance for each activity.

d. Asian students, particularly girls, find open toilets and common
showers embarrassing. Nudity is not appreciated, More clothes, not less, is
the value.

f. In Asia it is considered bad manners to use one's feet to close a
door or move a box.

5. Asian children spend much time washing their hands before
meals and are puzzled when they can't.

6, Asians show appreciation for good food by behaving in a v
which is bound to be considered bad manners in this country. Among the
activities Asians must be cautioned about are the following:

putting too much food in the mouth at one time
talking with the mouth full
eating too fast
reaching across the table for things
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A J,:pJi ific.ler to point. H or she
r. till kricw. gesti_re in this country.

Fresh rn°.!hA rr!sult rr upset :itornuch for studenIS vvho hiny

C:".jt_i.S-0 a prc,-)b:(;iri. TH:2

Ui l'eq.:ThVe. re.",riartSe TO a iafl Child S anSV.er 0 III
OM, fOr breakfast Ihis).0s/?'

1Je;:- ; tusIL41ei.ity. ,t-:.0cnor-3, The.,

raH greet tH-a-

1 Tint s. in lruin ['notion meaning 'come here is made with the
1)0 n:- d.-rs..n: a looks 116.7,' the goodbye gesture iii ArnerIGn.

11' Am Arrr nay mot Ifiltil!--72(fialel'i thilrlk a person ,..vho gives him or
tier i gift Most sLqei, the Asian tett 'n the kindness with a gift to the
orwrna

.90 a type ofbov:ind) is a Japanese custom, not a general
Astir CUSIOM, Kr to that there are Oif fereice..i in Asia,custorns. The teacher

Gor,..tinJe to be American but tread gently. Trying to master a foreign
Patten often :-ijlt in d ran;:ature of the behavior.

Teachers should cot Jesks. Asian children lose respect,
The desk s the plar& v-s,here CO.ci ;oes on, the center of learning.

15 consider ai oecd man lers to hand papers out either -0.,ith
tne right hand or %..vith h (F) ham r As. Ii is 7onsidered bad manners to tOSS.
thrO...,s', or slide paper,

6. The fact t!',- .aslancr!!'.-iren wee' the same clothes every day is no
indication of wealt1- (tcappings) 5 disvalued. School is not
considered a place I tirade l-lery, it is a place for learning. Asians ar5
aCcust,:--)med sch, iA.iform or special school clothes,

1 7, Some VieJ mese students may wear a Buddhist symbol for
good luel which is s'..avieri. like a swastika, They are unaware of any other
meaning for the s.,.hibol.

ii

Cultural Information 5

Body language

Classroom behavior
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13. Limitations on the use of English must not be equated e rith
slowness. Chinese, Vietnamese, and Laotian syntax (word order) is not too
different from that of -English. Japanese and Korean syntax is very different
from English. Instruction to limited English speakers should he related to the

s Iangnaite conlrietence. Bear in mind the cognitive and lingistic
rden Pool(' placed on tIre

14. The :Nigcationai system in each culture has its own way of
i radying that good or had written work has been done. American teachers,
aci:-.nstome,d to using *a check I ) for adequate. correct, or good work and
an \ for poor or incorrect work. should understand what these signs mean in
Asia and their impact upon Asian students. In Laos and Thailand, a check

indIcation of good work: no mark on the paper is an indication that
the tmident needs to see the teacherhis work is deficient or without merit.
In Japanese. Chinese. and Korean schools, good work is rewarded with a

circle (O f and bad ,.work inch -Cated by a check I V), A good answer is
markei3d Q ar is a very good answer marked e, or concentric circles. Part of

the ArTiel;Ganiz,AtIon process is for teachers to explain to Asian students and
parents cheeks indicate. Grades and teacher responses are

tr (Itlerv" idlHortdr 1(1-) :=1,,_In1S A miscue or misionderstanding in marking
'd ha-.ie more serous consequences with Asian children than with

Ainflpcaes.

raddren are very score- oriented and competitive. A score
n' 95 r,Cr,,(10141)C1 dS good as 100, Rankirirl in a clas is very intortant in

sour e'_. Students r--ray not 1--re satisfied with a cirddE, and will want to
!H rank among the,r peers,

Parent-Teacher Relationships
1 Asian parents will likely want to know about their child's rank in

the class. In many Asian countries the future is pretty well determined by how
well the student does in school. -A quick label or lack of understanding on the
part of the teacher can cause great apprehension to both parents and
children. The teacher will need to explain the American grading system.

2 It is important to explain the reading system to parents, as well as
the grading- system.

Cultural Information

Linguistic factors

indicating good or
bad work

Conpetttive spirit

Teacher-parent
communication

3. It takes a long time for Asian parents to express (prove)
themselves: It is hard for them to do. The teacher must specifically seek
infoarat ion from parents. Asian parents do not readily inject themselves into
a discussion.

It is good to send a bilingual note or a note in he child's language Letters to parents
homy to the parent.
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Negative interrogative
sentences

Resource materials

5. It a kindness to send a sample -of an excuse note (or other
message to the school) to serve as a model.

6. Letters home should be printed very clearly. Letters should be
written in simple sentences with clear vocabulary. Synonyms (hot
lunch/cafeteria) help. Process messages for limited English-speaking
parents.

7. Negative interrogative sentences are difficult for limited English
speakers to process, ("Don't you want a piece cake?' "Yes, I don't like it.")
There are lots of miscues in questions. Parents could give an answer which
means. -Yes, I hear you without processing' information.

To assist teachers in dealing with cross-cultural problems, three
brief articles are included. 'Factors That Produce a G"cod Interview" may
assist teachers in eliciting information from Asian students. "A Social
Humanities Framework" provides suggestions for collecting and presenting
information about the memory culture: The third, "Culture and the Student,"
gives additional information about culture and its implications in the
educational process.



udent Assessment

General Assessment Information
1 How old 's the student?

How long has the student been in the LI,S. (or an
English-speaking environment)?
What language is used at home and to what degree?
With mother and/or father?
How much English is used with peers? (Teacher
evaluation)

5. Do parents possess any English skills (listening,
speaking, reading, or writing)?

b. Has the child had any English instruction?
7 How essential is English testing for the limited EngliSh

proficiency student?
Flow much schooling has the student lad?
What do you consider when testing a child's En
language proficiency?

B. Classification of Students' English Proficiency
When assessing students' English proficiency for content area
instruction capability, consider the following as general guidelines.

1. The four areas of English proficiency are listening,
speaking, reading, and writing. Each is a skill area that
develops at a different rate.

2. Classification of students to follow guidelines:
a. Severely limited English proficiency

may understand very little oral English
little or no speaking ability

may possess some silent reading ability in

English

writing ability extremely restricted
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Limited English proficiency
may understand basic commands and _I y-

ground- English. Limited comprehension of
insti.uctional.conoepts

speaking ability may be restricted to obtaining
necessities and playground survival
reading at grade level unlikely
writing ability also limited

C. Criteria for English Language Testing
1. Test selection

a. Is the test based on a global view of language or
on one narrow aspect?

h. Does it test what is necessary to know for the
school program (that is, vocabulary, grammatical
structures. reading comprehension. writing, oral
production, or 'auditory discrimination)?

c. Does it reflect the mode of the classroom (oral vs.
written)?

d. Is the test appropriate for many levels (beginning,
intermediate. or advanced)?

e. Is the test appropriate for the age of the student
(elementary. secondary, or adult)?
Is the test statistically reliable?

g. Is the test culturally biased?
h. Is the test administered to a group or to individuals?

2. Test administration
a. Are the directions clean
b. Is the test realistic in terms of time for admin-

istration and cost? .

What personnel will have to administer the test?
Will the students understand the format easily?

e. Is it easy to score and record the results?
Can the results be easily interpreted and useful in
placement, . prescription, prediction. and
achievement?



ESL Technique and Methodology

Of the four skill areas of a language, listening and reading aru sometimes
considered passive or receptive skills, while speaking and writing are
considered active or productive. In teaching and learning, listening ability
precedes speaking, and reading precedes Writing. The teacher should realize
that second-language learning is a developmental process that can be
facilitated by proper sequencing and methodology.

ESL Methodology
. In the beginning, focus on content words, the most important being

th se related to the immediate environment including the classroom and
school.

2. Say new vocabulary two or three times, then have the student repeat
them. Use an object, picture. or action to establish meaning. Say the word in
a familiar sentence pattern then have the student say the same sentence.

Intonation (stress on syllables) and juncture (pauses in oral language)
are additional aspects to consider. Consider the intonation of -You are going
to the store?': as opposed to "You are going to the store,- Each conveys a
different meaning.

Similarly, with different junctures in oral speech, communication is
changed, i.e.. "I scream" vs. "ice cream."

3. Write the word, then say it while the student listens. Have the.student
read the word. (This assumes the student has minimal decoding skills in

- English, knowledge of phonemes sounds related to English
graphemesletters.) Write the word to provide practice for spelling or
general reinforcement.

it

Focuscontent words

Intonation and juncture

Decoding skills
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Perspective on
pronunciation

4. Simplify grammatical structures, such.--aiS verb tenses. The present
tense and present continuous are usually learned beim., the past and perfect
teiises. Similarly, auxiliary verbs and modals (should. could, filLISO are learned
later and can intertere,with_beginning..communication.

5. Perfect pronunciation is a subordinate r comprehension and
communication are the primary goals. Tni.i!efo,:.e, emphasize correct
pronunciation, but don't demand it. Age is definitely a factor to-consider in
this. The older the student (puberty or later) the more difficult it will be to
produce perfect pronunciation.

6. Compound and complex sentences are difficult to understand.
Shorten sentences to facilitate comprehension.

7. Model sentences and word s at a normal speed with normal
intonation,

S. Control questions and allow for short controlled responses. The
complexity of acceptable responses should increase with the ability of the
student (i.e., accept "Yes" or "No" as appropriate beginning responses and
then single word answers, then longer respOnses with appropriate content
vocabulary).

9, Vocabulary Study.
a. Use visuals to explain definitions when possible.
b. Show similar features of already studied vocabulary,

prefixes-suffixes.
c. Include correct spelling as an appropriate goal.

. 1 O. Review and reinforce previous vocabulary and lessons. Hold
students accountable fcir what has been learned in English. °rice learned,
correction and evaluation of an error is appropriate.



Specific Strategies in Teaching
Content Through ESL Methods

Identify Main Concept and Essential Supporting Details
Supporting Information:
Decide on the general and specific objectives of a lesson. Select
information that is essential, write it down in a series of complete
sentences in an outline form, relying upon charts, maps, graphs, and
symbols to support these objectives. Identify what you want students
to know when they've finished.

B. Identify Essential Vocabulary
Supporting Information:
Determine what words (technical and content) are necessary for

thr; concept .(probably most of :110::,e words appear in
the outline). Identify and pre-explain vocabulary related to visuals.
pictures and graphs in texts. Use words students may already know
to expli, new content vocabulary. Select only the words that are
essential; too many words may confuse and overburden the student,

1: Identify new conient vocabulary,
2. Repeat item a minimum of two times.
3. Have student repeat item without seeing word.
4. Repeat again from list with student repeating afterwards.
5. Have intermediate or advanced, student briefly use

word in appropriate, relevant sentence. if possible.

C. Rewrite Main Idea with Supporting Details in Language
(Grammatical and Rhetorical) Consistent with Student
Ability
Supporting Information:
This can he accomplished by the following: shorten compound/
complex sentences. Change verb tenses to earlier acquired ones (i.e.,
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past perfect) may be difficult for beginning students). Using the
progressive tense (to be ing) or present may he easier to
understand. Simplify sentence patterns, minimize the use of clauses
and rearrange word order which may be confusing. Eliminate
adjectives and adverbs which may only serve to intensify or descrioe
but do not greatly affect meaning.

D. Plan Non-verbal Strategies for Understanding the Concept
Supporting Information:
Again, visuals must play an essential part in the lesson. Symbol usage
in mathematical addition or subtraction or experiments in science can
serve to facilitate understanding of concept and vocabulary.

Plan How and When to Teach Language of Concept
Supporting Information:
Knowing objectives of the lesson beforehand obviously facilitates
this Plan time before class or during toe first few minutes of class for
the introduction of the lesson to the limited English proficiency
student. Or, periodically inform the ESL specialist about the weekly
objectives and vocabulary essential to the content area course. Pre-
teaching will facilitate comprehension during the -classroom pre-
servation of the lesson.

F. Provide Content Area Reading Strategies
Supporting Information:
1. Introduce skimming techniques that familiarize the

student with the format of the book. This includes the
function of the Table of Contents, Index, location of
charts, graphs, and maps. The student should also be
directed to read the introduction. Subtitles, and con-
clusions of chapters to assist prediction and other
reading comprehension skills.

2. Introduce student to the SO:3h method. This includes
a. S .skimmingstudent skims reading passage
b. 0 questioningthe student formulates ques-

tions anticipating the content of the: reading
c. R readingstudent reads to look for answer to

anticipated content
d. R recitingteacher asks questions of the class or

student then the student reads the answers as
they are located

e. R reviewingstudents review with the teacher
to find answers to the original questions.



Specific les 1 5

Plan Evaluation of Achievement
Supporting Information:
In order to evaluate the LEP student effectively, certain adjustments in
me tr,Aditional grading policies are recommended.

1. Evaluate thespecthc skill taught.
2. Allow for nonverbal demonstration for evaluation

purposes. Don't test language in content areas, i.e., in
geography or science have student point to the items,
identify, or locate in place of reading and writing exams.
In math area. minimize work comprehension problems
to teach general operational skills (fractions, decimals,
percents, addition, subtraction, multiplication, division).
Utilize pew tutor and/or group projects from time to
time for projects which will allow alternative evaluation
procedures.

Eliminate sections, of tests which may be difficult, i.e.,
essay questions where lack of comprehension of one
wou_I can change the entire meaning.
Prepare test that reflects the new vocabulary taught

till in). Synthesizing or transferring concepts to
situations may he difficult. In the -beginni.vg of

evaluations, rely upon examples given during the
ction of concept and objectives.

InstCricf of giving traditional AF grades, allow for Pass-
No Pass option.
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Alternatives to the Textbook for
Limited English Speakers

In an increasing number of classrooms today there are many Indochinese
students who have been in the American school system long enough to
become somewhat proficient in oral English. Nevertheless, their ability to

Problems warn textbooks handle written material is still marginal. Ideally. multicultural schools should
have available materials in each content area in the language of every student
in the school. Obviously. this ideal is not achievable at this time. Even so,
teachers should be aware of the burden placed on the limited English ,speaker
in handling textbooks. Students ability to handle the language skills of
listening and speaking usually are greater than their ability to handle reading
and writing.

Though teachers depend on their textbooks and often feel
incapable of teaching without one. it is clear that overdependence on the
textbook (or even supplementary printed material) is an additional burden to
the limited English speaker. The teacher should realize that there are other
teaching strategies, which include instructional materials, that can be

Discovering alternatives employed. The teacher might ask the following questions about alternatives
to the textbook for limited English speakers:

What alternatives to written materials could be used? Pictures? What
type? A story or analogy? Discussion? Role play?
What alternative material, if any, would you develop? Tape
recordings? Visuals? Labels and captions to pictures?
How could the details of the concept be sequenced for he most
effective presentation to the learner outside of the text?
What visuals could be extracted from the textbook to relate and
further develop the concept taught?
What vocabulary can also be taught that is related, the concept
without the task of learning from a textbook?
How can the language used in an explanation be simplified using new
vocabulary to a minimum, limiting sentence length. and asking the
student check-up questions to see if he or she understands?



-Coordination with ESL
and Content Area Teachers

The content area teacher should give objectives or anticipated
assignments to be covered to the ESL teacher prior to the teaching of
the lesson fa few days if possible). The essential vocabularywould be
a part of this.

Periodic, formal or informal communication about the LEP student's
performance must occur regularly with the content area teacher and
the ESL teacher in order to deal with the problems that may arise and
give assistance.

The ESL teacher should suggest ways to assist the LEP student in
content classes, Among these are ways to limit language usage and
increase the usage of visuals. Also, minimize toe use of lecture and
large group instruction with limited English proficiency students. Use
small group instruction, peer project's, and tutors more frequently to
assist instruction and provide additional, helpful classroom activities.

4. Evaluation should not be based On language proficiency alone.
Identifying, locating, and performing operations or experiments are
additional ways of demonstrating comprehension of the concept.

5 Evaluation should be 'a joint venture. The content area and ESL
teachers should consider themselves part of a team working toward
the same goalthat of facilitating instruction if the limited English
proficiency student and increasing comprehension and participation
of the 'LEP student,

Having an ESL specialist on the staff may be the ideal situation, If this
is not possible, a teacher with some training in linguistics,
anthropology, language development, second language method-
ology, or language testing can help to better serve the LEP students.

23
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'Sharing the lesson plan

Assessing performance

Using ESL methods

Evaluating comprehension

Joint evaluation
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Reducing cultural
interference

Gathering information
about the culture

Working with a
resource person

Planning Content Area Lessons
Culture plays an important part in instruction. The earlier section described
categories of cultural features and specific traits that shotild be understood by
teachers. The present section deals with aspects of content area lessons in
which sound cultural information is a ley to successful teaching of the lesson.

Preparing a lesson that has a minimum of cultural interference
requires understanding, perception, and flexibility. Students respond to any
lesson on the basis of past learning or past experiences: they have no
alternative to using what they know as a basis for what they are to lear. Since
in a multicultural classroom, a number of bkkgrounds must be considered,
teachers must have a way of predicting what cultural variable must be
considered.

There are three ways a teacher can plan for reducing cultural
interference in planning lessons.

The teacher should get as much information as pcissible
about the culture of each student in the class. When the
first Vietnamese child joins the class, the teacher should
begin gathering information about Vietnamese culture.
The National Indochinese Clearinghouse has published
excellent materials about each of the Indochinese
groups.

2. The teacher can work with an Indochinese resource
person (teacher, teacher aide, parent._ community
member, etc.), asking how specific academic content
can .best be presented to the Indochinese student. At
first, this process appears to take an inordinate amount
of time. As the teacher learns more about each culture,
however, the process goes faster and visits with the
cultural resource person need to take place less
frequently. This process of testing lesson plans again,-
cultural information needs to take place until the
teacher gets a good feel for the culture. Conferences
with cultural resource persons should take place before
the lesson is taught. When a lesson fails and cultural

24



Planning Content Area Lessons 1 9

inter ferei ears to b0 the roil Contact thr
resource person to discover the conflict. Then re-
organize the lesson according to the suggestions fi
the resource person.
The teacher should carefully watch student reaction
during the lesson for possible signs of misunder-
standing, frustration, or lack of communication. A good
lesson will be open-ended enough that adjust-ments
can be made before an Indochinese student withdraws
from the learning act or fails. The more the student is
encouraged to participate in the lesson: the more the
teacher can evaluate reactions. The wise teacher will
make a practice of recording in some fashion cultural
information which can be referred to later. Such

\ nformation can be recorded in a special log of cultural
Aormation.

Process for using Asian resource persons in
preparing lessons

Teacher selects lesson. to be taught.
2. Teacher identifies, from his or her existing information,

problems (language. culture, learning) student may
have.

3 Teacher identifies teaching strategy most likely to
produce a good lesson.

4. Asian resource person identifies words/concepts that
might pose a problem for the Asian student.

5. The teacher and the resource person together discuss
how the problem can be resolved. Lesson is adapted
for learning needs of Asian students. Adaptation should
also include the best explanation for why the concept
should be learned.

6. In presenting the lesson, the teacher should watch the
Asian student to see if an appropriate adaptation was
made. Signs of frustration and puzzled looks arersignals
the lesson has not been effective.

7, If the -first cross-cultural approach doesn't work,
another adaptation should be tried.

It should be understood that the most caring and best informed
teacher will make mistakes that relate to cultural variables. There ts no way a

Watching for signs of
not understanding
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teacher can learn enough about (, or four different cultures to prevent
mistakes

The teacher who approaches the Asian student with an open
mind, seeking information that leads to good decisions, a desire to adapt
instructions to meet the needs of the student, and a willingness to admit a
mistake and do better next time is a teacher who will be forgiven and helped.
Thisteacher''is virtually incapable of making the devastating kinds of mistakes
made by less flexible teachers.

The philosophy of this entire publication is that it is better to make
les i 'for students than to make the student fit for the lessons.



APPENDIX

Definition and Description of English Proficiency Levels

Dc!hrhttur nos j-, 81, and B2 Stuck' its

111,An rnntish Old htliC Of 110 I y:
roquIr(-?.:=; rote live ndirilril in English and rritenSive support in regular curriculuni.

ATEC;OR'T

Sneaks mostly the native language and has limited proficiency in English: requires intensive
,;; English: is of to participate successfully within the regular curriculum only in

those courses haying minimal verbalization and little or no reading or writing.

CATEGORY R2

Speaks mostly the language other than English and has a fairly good level of English
proficiency: requires less intensive training in English: is able to participate successfully
,,,vithin the regular curriculum when provided support in the content areas requiring reading
and ,,,v'ntinci

Description of Category A Students

Listening Comprehension

Speaking
Grammar and Word Order

Vocabulary

Pronunciation

Fluency

Usually requires repetition using simple. short,
familiar utterances.

Are limited to patterned expressions with almost no
productive control of syntax: often convey incorrect
information: may show experimentation with basic
patterns and certain generalizations.
Is adequate only for survival, basic courtesy needs.
simple conversation. and classroom routines.
May exhibit a noticeable accent (vowels, consonants.
stress and intonation) and words or sentences must
often he repeated: must be further developed for non-
transferable sounds. Pronunciation should not be a

factor in determining English proficiency levels
keeping in mind that pronunciation often depends
upon the age the English language training begins.
Show unevenness of delivery and inappropriateness
in length of utterance (except for memorized ex-
pressions).

21
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Reading Ht.'00! 011,!(1 ()I! Of 1(..-!=t0=00t2

C0I3 '1.1iRti 1,11)(ILIJ(1H 1k soinetline.s

Writing Reduirs d .--;1111110 (.10ze procedure oi =mint: othei
standard guided composition with supplied
punciii,ition, will 5h0 ittle experimentation it

rid/ irlipWv0 NI the point of generating
compipte. simple sentences.

Description of Category B1 Students

Listening Comprehension

Speaking
Grammar and Ward Order

Vocabulary

Pronunciation
Fluency

Reading

Writing

Ideg.hite foi tindetailed
riti LriCilcth ti_itU

11)(1 !LI generCll . illustrates, an under-
J., non-technical speech but SOMetillieS

dl lull revvordlial of
LiitUrdr1Ce.

imvs f;:nr control of basic pjttem].3. laws
dvor(idficc:, of constructions w'ffich require more
Idnguago control: begins overgeneralization process.
Ii- ,IldeqUali ? ft:ft social conversations but requires
di,\elopinwit of content area vocabulary for

paiticipntion the wciuldr kchuoi

Is r_indersiandable. but ni4--iy have noticeable accent.
Shows mess and length slightly limited by
Unguage difficulties. Is hindered by re,stateryient,
repetition in-K1 hesitation which may detract from
messages,

Improves in comprehension, allowing for some
independence in preparation of classroom asSign-
meilts in English: performance is inadequate

. in most
cases, ill content area

Requires more complex sentence structures: is

burdened by introduction of many irregular word
forms,



Description of Category B2 Students

Listening Comprehension

Speaking
Grammar and Word Order

Vocabulary

Pronunciation

Fluency

Reading

Writing

En±rlrsh Frolics ni y Levels 23

tj.00t 0,1t0,, 1-r.; unci
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usuolk, convey M0,11110(1 (1Gculdiulv In

tri,dsonably commie\ sentenc inclortF?s errors which
1i01 (..0011Mil ,10110y

mei.s: may include some idiomatic constructions.
Is adequate for par ticipatioil in general conversations
and classroom discussions: may still require further
development in content clued.
ivlay be more understandable, but may have
noticeable accent.
Shows delivery and sentence length more native like;
may be hindered by patterns appearing during
times of stress or difficulty.

Is not necessarily done at grade level, improve-
ment may not appear significant t due to complexity of
content area material,

Requires complex sentence patterns; shows no
avoidance of difficult grammatical structures: shows
experimentation with idioms and other peculiarities of
the English language.
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FACTORS WHICH PRODUCE A GOOD INTERVIEW
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* Show some tangible object aril tell how it was made.
* Read this part or this whole composition to the class.
* Col % ince the group that sometrund shouici bp done. paihLul 11, that

should hire your or promote you.
Explain the technology of a given vocational skill piece of equipment en- izing
understanding of the process and required vocabulary.

* Explain how you can use some information from one of the academic subjects in
vocational training.

* Explain or demonstrate some bit (story, craft, tool, song, etc.) and its importance to
the group which produced it.
Demonstration of any individual or group project or woblem-solving event.

Notes for the interviewer:
a. Be as supportive as you can to the student being interviewed. Give positive, interested

reactions (vocal, sub-vocal, kinesic) as often as possible.
b. Concentrate on getting the student to talk be eliciting information he probably has.

Initially untrained interviewers want to talk too much: practice and listen critically to
recorded interviews to change that.

c. Never correct or ridicule the student during an interview. Save that for later. Live in the
student's world during the interview trying to share his experiences rather than judge
them. Play his role if you can. Though interviews may provide the basis for good
counseling, it is not the time tn counsel.

d. Set an atmosphere of being genuinely interested in what the student can tell you both
during the interview and in class all year long. Promote the idea that good teachers want
to know what is important to their students and will provide time to hear each student
out.

e. Prevent outside interruptions from disturbing the interview. This should he the time the
student is assured of the teacher's undivided attention.
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SOCIAL HUMANITIES FRAMEWORK
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Dince
Drama

m. «i tort; sec(
Language

Memory cul rea
Architecture
Technology
Games

Social institutions and regulations
All of the above are interdisciplinary by nature.
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Cons der the fact that most humans r- more interested in learning about themselves than
most things in life, the suggestion here is that students can learn a lot of science, mathematics,
social studies, English, and acquire information about vocations by examing aspects of their own
culture, the culture of their neighborhood or community the culture of their generation. From this
base, students can reach out toward an understanding of the cultures of other groups and other
ages. The first principle of becoming multi-cultural in attitude is to acquire an awareness that
every individual shares cultural patterns with other individuals. The best way to understand an
individual from another culture is to understand those patterns of behavior which make him
function as he does.

The process involved in the Social Humanities framework is
Determine what is to be collected, what folklore is to he studied.
Decide on a means of recording the data: interview, photography, audio- apes, etc. The
method of collection should provide an accurate record __)f the folklore.
Having gathered data, classify it by patterns. Decide what the patterns mean, the patterns
being more important than the components.
Compare the patterns from one cultural group with those gathered from another group.
Or compare two expressive dimensions from the same cultural group to establish
significant relationships.
In group discussion or individual study, determine what the patterns mean in terms of
culture,
Find a way of preserving a record of the data, a 'Nay of sharing findings with other people.
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CULTURAL TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION

,I1S and lilerttlllcaticiri
Gruerinds, lea\ kinT,, intro ons

ill Identifwation of s-lf
eI Address dnd due

Thr-? inlmediate class:00m
-d Names and ocrwon of ll lrt. cli ti o r-

bI Names Of instructional tennis
lociltificatic_fil ricrivin etc. )

fi Tho pi-out-am .v,--frt areas, iiCtivitiOs 31)(1 catlt
e) Cornmon class

The school
a) Location of rooms and )laces in the
hi People in the buildIng functions, special services)
c) Rules and regulations (fire drills, time of arrival, use of stairs)
d) School activities such as club programs, general organization, assembly

newspapers, magazine

The family
a) Members
b) Relationships and ages
c) The home

1) Rooms and their uses
2) Furnishings
3) Cleanliness (how, who)
4) Safety

d) Occupations of various members
e) Meals (table setting, formulas)
f) Daily health routines
g) Clothing (including seasonal changes necessary)
h) Recreational activities

The immediate community of he school and home
a) Homes
b) Non-residential buildings (offices, movies, library, etc.)
c) Transportation facilities (directions, tickets)
d) Communication facilities (telephone, mail, newspaper, firehouse) movies, theaters,

outdoor cpfes)
h) Educational opportunities (for parents as well)
i) Places of worship
1) Formulas used in telephoning
k) Current events
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ICH (1:f

(1) i :f I

!") Art-, cr,l)t),. = soc ) ,

%h.Par spnfts the commuucp, Or CO utinint )f 1,d0r)
(2)) CHL'

of Moral and spiritual values:
1) Prtndtples 01 human dignay
2) Individual rights and responsibtlitles
3) Places of worship addresses. dermmination5;, special language services(if these

exist)

9. Miscellaneous
a) Expressions of time
b) Days of the week
of Months of the year
d) Weather and safety
of Seasons
t) Weights, sizes, measurements, money
q) Formulas of courtesy, agreement. disagreermi3nt. regret. suronse. Qxcliernem.p1oiro,

etc.

The Foreign Language Learner Mt chc ,01(1LtcHtil
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CULTURE AND THE STUDENT

Recently tfte loth_ r o this is ,,valking through a large. metropolitan airport to catGli an
Jib) lane At sorne ;A :mince she saw cf woman some 40 to 45 years old. about 5'3 tall. \..veighing
about 11 5 pounds. ni Hack dress which \Aas simply cut and corning just below the knees.
The only troy\ on the dress was a simple yvnito collar. Around the woman's neck was a long gold
chain holdino a uoio (-loss winch was about 3" long. The color of the woman s hair the author
could not deter mile becduse it was hidden by a black veil held in place by a strip of starched white
Hen:

Though the author 1:j--; traveler and knows the drinoer of sr Jig to stra
I r it S she nodded the bi- --cL:Ad woman come fl(?.irer and said. -Good evening, S ,ter

If vou sable experiences to thothose of the author, you know who she thougnt she
saw Whr) 'Nils 0? \Alhal e,:de5ce do you hu,-, confirm your anser-: Very hkely most of
you agreed with the author's assumption that the black dress and veil was the habit of a nun. We
can possibly agree on some other Matters relative to the situation, such as the author calling her
by the name "Sister' iyd the author speaking to this absolute stranger in the first -_mlace.

Though the approaching woman was not a sibling of the author the term -Sister- was used,
reflecting the assumption that she was indeed a member of a religious order and was entitled to
the term of respect and identity even from a stranger. Though unaccustomed to speaking to
strangers in a large city, the author felt both safe speaking to this one and even rather obligated to
do so, again out of respect. Such a salutation _wt,, not a social re,quirement, it seemed to the
author to be an appropriate and even friendly thing to do.

Let's analyze for a bit the implications of the incident. In recent years the wearing of a nun's habit
05 I.)i=?;11 the u;Thon le nun. Many members of such religious orders perform some or all of

their profe.ssionai functions in the clothing of non clerical personnel. We can assume, then, that
this particular ,,vornan 'was will to he recognized as a nun: Her nod and smile with which she
ackno;,iedged thQ TAX/1:S greeting confirmed to some degree the appropriateness of the

The lady ,vas performing her role in the world and the author responded to that role. The
One' mnter ,,,.as successful interpersonal commuhication because both parties knew what to

: The dress of the lady .as sufficient for the author to recognize the role being played and also
--onclition her own behaviOr to make appropriate response.

the author diked on toward her plane, a thought occurred to her. -What if I had read in this
rnObvnq's newspaper that a dangerous criminal was loose in the city and citizens should he on
their guard. What if the newspaper account had said that the criminal was a woman between 40
;Ind 45 ,,,,!ars old. 5.3" tall, ,,:.4ighing '115 pounds and headed foi- the airport wearing the dlguiso
of a nun.- Would the author have made the same quick assumption about the identity of the
woman? Wouki she have been so quicr, and friendly in her salutation? It is doubtful.
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Vor answerin lhat descrirwo i Ir,i ' been nun. brit such a
renAspaper account would have ri uthor vvould exercised-)C1 erlOugh questions lira I

her rtierodatie ul electing/7W ia'reak: She also might tut. pec( ; her to take her as far
from the woman as possible, Again. the author's benti,iiior would have been conditioned =this
time by ,Idditional Information. i.'.Inch vvoirlO brie disrupted her first inclulahon to sfeak

dolly [WO sent her into a kind of nervous fight from potential danger,

principle goal elf Ibis rn ,xerL roprtfrtr r,s try asEasr reac tnaiat ate jarkyner
about sic: dents and responding to these Jinn front in the mos trailtler
hl OFLItiq 10 00 this. teachers. mast know a great deal about ther members of a specific
--uiturai group ;;nd much nbnnt students. some being meant-.4-N-s ;amet group and otherS
iAno are rot

Cuiture tray been defined as all tllcls ways a given group of people hE: f lured to manage their
environment, A child drown(' un in a given group learns the ,'dal; of thlt group by trying out
certain behaviors and adjusting them so that they get right responses from other members of the
group, The child watches the behavior of others and patterns his own after ilat he sees. Culture
is composed of all those little things people do every day..and are taken for granted by members
of the group, which make contacts with others meaningful, smooth, and successful. When an
individual behaves in a way not understood by other members of the group, an interruption is
created and both the individual and the group may be at a disadvantage until the interruption is
over. Let's look at an example of such an interruption, The author grew up in a community and
family where considerable importance was placed on friendly greetings. particularly a good, firm
handshake. When one extended the hand of friendship to sorneone, it was meant to be taken
quite seriously. During a two-year stay in Germany, the author was astounded to discover that the
German handshake was so vigorous, it resulted in a real concern for the hand and arm being shake
German handshake was so vigorous, it resulted in a real concern for the hand and arm being
shaken. If she were to be a part of the group in Germany, the author would have to modify her own
handshake to conform to the new rules. Later, during another tour of duty in South America, she
discovered that the handshake among even casual acquaintances was supposed to be a rather
limp touching of hands which was followed by an abrazo, the hugging of the other person
accompanied by much patting of backs. The author was'accustomed to hugging as a show of
considerable affection within the family circle, but had never extended such behavior outside the
very close group. It took some adjustment both physically and psychologically to be able to
respond to the new type of greeting.

As schools have become more multi-cultural in the last few years of urbanization, teachers are
observing students working out new forms of behavior to demonstrate their oneness with the
group. More Anglo students are adopting the abrazo, the embrace, which they have observed
their Chicano peers practice. It is not unusual to see on tetavision and other mass media men
hugging each other in congratulation or greeting, a behavior ;aich would have been unthinkable
for men a few years ago.
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There is no doubt that public schools are in the business of training students in the kinds of skills
and behaviors and attitudes will help them later on to participate fully in society. To lack the
skills of )such participation is to be alienated from the group. The point is that training students to
fir:pi-form the behaviors of another group or social class requires on the part of the teacher great
understanding of the concept of culture, the nature of the behavior to be learned. It also requires
humane, kind, and sound explanations to the student ol why Such a change is necessary. Such
uxplantftions should head off the student's assumption that something is fundamentally wrong

hall and focus attention on something new to be learned because there is some good reason
know it.

Students and teachers alike would do well to keep four things in mind when students are adding
hew behaviors and attitudes to those already learned. First, when an individual has learned all
those behaviors which make up his culture, he has learned those things which are proved
j.,i_iceessful in his own group. However different the student's behavior may be from the teachers, it
dOes functidn for the student. Second, once a behavior has been well learned (or internalized), it is
in the system for good. The teacher need not hope to eradicate aspects of culture. The best he can
hope for is to add new forms of behavior which are more appropriate to new situations the student
s facing. Third, new behavior is difficult to learn. It must be built on to whatever is now practiced

and must be repeated over and over in appropriate contexts until it is part of the learner. Just telli
and must be repeated over and over in appropriate contexts until it is part of the learner. Just
telling a student to do something different, even telling him repeatedly, will not accomplish the
task. Fourth, the good, sound reason for mastering a new behavior must be very clear to the
student. Humans resist strongly learning something for which they see no reason.

At this point, we might reflect on why the Coordinated Vocational Academic Education program
has IQ this point been so successful all over Texas. The program is designed to teach students a
vocational skill, something they can use to support themselves and get out of life what they want.
When academic subjects such as English, mathematics, science, and social studies are geared to
support vocational training, which is already of prime importance to the student, then all of
education becomes important. This means that teachers need to make every possible effort to
make every lesson, every request to the student to learn or modify his behavior, as meaningful as
Possible,

-Anthropologists, psychologists, and others who study human behavior as a profession tell us that
all humans, if they.have survived more than six years of living, have developed a culture or, more
correctly, have learned the patterns of behavior by which they can manage their environment. The
organism which cannot manage its environment simply cannot live. What this means is that the
teacher can count on every student at the secondary level having a culture.

Every student has, then, the cultural equipment to live in his own group. More important, he has
the ability to learn a culture which means that he can learn additional behaviors and attitudes
which can serve him well. Let's get down to specifics. Every secondary student a teacher is likely
to encounter, unless he is significantly lacking in physical, psychological, or emotional structure.
has developed all the following:
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2nl of communication, a language" In Texas the langili _r may be English, some variety
or dialect of English, 'Spanish, some variety or dialect of Spanish, French, German,
Czechoslovakian. Chinese, Arithic, or any other of the do2ens of languages spoken by.Texas
citizens.- The student knows howto hear and speak the language of the group he grew up in.
The htiri kir I 01 gdfliSM --;t-11)S to have a biological proclivity for nt,,!:_qering the oral code of the
language of his group before he is five years old..He Mayor ntr5lr nc be able to read and write
in his native l,:inquage, depending on whether he was taught the skills. He may talk a great

-tor very little, but he does have a language system with which to communicate with
spodkii1c7 MO same language, II he is old enough to be in secondary :school the

teacher can count on the fact that the student will not be successful in learning the language
of the 'classroom (standard English in roost cases) merely by sitting in the classroom -and
listening to other- 4 speak. Past the age of six, humans need special instruction in learning a

second langudgft

A system olouthority and respect, Children learn very early who is to be recognized as being in
control and how others in the group follow and show respect to this authority. Lines of
authority Mier in various cultures. In some groups, the tallier is the real authority in the family
while in other groups the rnother is in control. In sortie groups the authority of the church
carries more weight than others. The view of the amount of authority an organized
goveninlent shbuld manilest, over the individual differs. In some cultures a teacher's
authority is flOver to hr questioned while in others it seems always to be challenged. As an

example, a teacher for the Bureau of Indian Affairs was greatly offended when one of her
small Indian stur lents called her -Grandmother-. What the teacher did not understand was
that this was the child's ,,.ay of showing profound respect. In Mexico to refer to another's
elders as /os vreios (the old ones) is to incur great antagonism if not outright -belligerence. On
thri other haul where thr,,, same language i spoken, to call another's parents
,ievtinhabirt ins woos to be insulting. For teachers in multicultural classrooms, it is well to

;t,riato of authority arc_ and respect to authority is shown before
ionr.ii writ rif the student's tur-..-ument it Hit! teacher.

noun (if oble nrr nv well control the intor
tnorril, mples rot this is of great importaner3 to CVAE

red ihi f rst quarto of tills century and college education
ii fir" mo,:t -credeniroi an individual could have. College

aneed degrees holdb_y.an extremely small percentage of
ion. A colHge dogr-r e. because of its rarity ,.vas good insurance for getting the

be -A p-)t)::,% iti 11)e market. pkinng the,1940's until the present, America's economy has rnade
the gLiin ;net iif d college denme a reality fona' large percentage of the population. Schools
have oldie ed through th. curuculurn and asiyrations for their charges that the only good
if i". is to he .1t eduCaton. Parents In income brackets plan toN.I.T;

budget term of tttrrll: ;,_rntr dollars for the education of C,aCh child; alternatives are riot
seriously considel If we fdr-_,e facts squarely, we will have to admit that for most teachers,
the only high school program which is worth anything is the program for the college-bound.
An,, fllrr prrlitenr ;tnAnrilly of the efforts of the school. Sheer economics is now causing

face !",(1r Fly (11!!Ite,ilikes. Good estimates are that by the year 1980, only 5 years.from
all the work to be done will require a bac'' 0.:reate.degrRe.

led.a rl)re.atefily that hf he yeacl 980. only 5 year. rani' -this writing.
I h., Ili., repeatedly that in 1975 tiro people having the hardest times

This is the conf-i,,,,auer iCe of a society forming a consensus
,i' t-r ra-rllede,granual to he valued while all alternative life
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styles are to be Oisvalued at a tim e in history when lust the of is true from an economic
standpo rrt. Teachers ire CVAE programs, themselves college graduates and believing firmly
in their oo.ri education as a viable way to live, will need to consider carr--?lully the fact that their
strmcfents may have very different aspirations which may be ionic viable in today's Armoric r

r the teachers' are.

t. A system 01 technology with which to function, Any cultural rgrciult develops any and all Inc
echnoloo.,. needed to perform Leilo-, knowti to old in ipoi taw to the wow. Citizens cif the

United States live in a technological society -which they must understand if they are to
surko\.e. It cannot he assumed that the same technology is shared by rill groups in the
country. People who have riot had money enough to elicit d machines cannot be expected to
know much about them. Those same people have developed techniques by which they
could survive without the machines. This author lived for some six months in a small village
in the morintainsof South America where, if she was lucky, she hadelectricity from 6 o'clock
in the evening until 6 o'clock in the morning. She developed the technology of cooking,
v.ashing, ironing. and cleaning without the benefits of electrical gadgets. Why shouldn't
she: every Venezuelan housewife in town did the same thing. An engineer from Dallas
reported his frustration at trying to install an enormous radii system in Africa using laborers
who not only did not know the name -screwdriver- but in fact had never seen one. The same
engineer became fascinated with the technology created by the same people such as
counting devices which were accurate. Each culture produces a technology: all cultures do
not happen to produce the same technology.

5 A system of art forms a -id expressive dimensions of culture. The initial way teachers have used
to get at or understand the culture of students different from their own has been to
investigate the pictoral art, literature, dance, music, folklore, sewing, and crafts of the
group. An analysis of these forms- provides data for an insight into all other aspects of
culture. Whereas it is difficult for an individual to verbalize on the system of culture he knows,
it is possible to express this system in some artistic form from which the trained teacher can
make valuable assumptions about wnat is going on in the culture, A word of caution is
appropriate here, Every human regards all art forms through his own expressive forms. This
explains why the student, when asked to read a poem or look at a painting reacts by saying,
"There is nothing to it: it is bad: it doesn't mean anything,- What he means is. -I don't
understand that form of art well enough to know what it means:. The same thing is true
when-a teacher is laced vvith listening to music which is popular with teenagers or reading a
copy 'of Mad magazine. When the teacher reacts by saying, -That's not music- or -That
literature is junk,- the teacher is really saying, -I don't understand it well enough to appreciate
it.- Students and teachers have had the experience of telling a lake which falls absolutely flat
on the other group. Why? Jokes, like other art forms, derive their meaning from the culture:
to understand thejake (or the painting or song or poern), one has to understand the culture
which produced it.

Earlier-In this prOgram you heard the statements that the purpose of the school was to help the
student learn all the'skillsand concepts which would help him succeed in life, Teachers have long
tried to achieve the old goal of taking a student where is to someplace he very much wants to go.
This takes skill on .the part of the teacherlots of it. Later you will he given the chance to apply
some of this information to some planning for your classroom. You will be asked to follow three
principles:

1 Learn something of the concept of-culture and its implication for education.
2. Find a way of gathering and 9nr,dyzing information about students which will help you in

making good judgments about him.
Develop a proceSs by which you can relate what is to he learned at school to what the
student already knows and feels..,

Let's see what you have ,gained from this lesson so far.

43
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ELEMENTARY SURVIVAL LISTS
Categorized according to rooms in school
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Classroom Buses
ciet'A

teat:het
fir ,a
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hi

pencil tint'
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batbreein

Library
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t iii - plug
try cabinet
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dictionary library aide
picture
magic market
crayon Playground
chwk. bktop
stapler

trees
box slide
mar)

climbing bars
shelf.

parallel bars
workbook

_swings
globe

Circle
scissors

obstacle course
rubber band
.,,v,hoovv

sink
Reading Room/Learning Centerchildren (students) boygr1
reading teacher
cubicle

tape recorder (cassette)
IanguatAe master

loud speaker (P.A, system) announcements
L.D. leacher

bulletin board
safety pin kinds
blackboard
hooks

substitute
venetian blinds
clock

Lloakroom
page

thumb tacks
notebook
calendar
homework
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JUNIOR & SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SURVIVAL VOCABULARY

Classroom Environment School Items
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Numbers

hundltxi

Places
Imo 11.00In iikThoVerbs ,

talk
°Nice

write loan/
sign

cafetenaMay
hall

lost
(Iym (P. E.)

found
playground

color
shop

cut
field

paste
laboratory (science I Ih)

copy
lost-and-found

find

underline
circle

look
walk

stand

speak


